participatory democracy for the Indians, who outnumbered whites, and facing violent confrontation with them, the government turned to the science of ethnology as an inexpensive and expedient way of resolving the 'Indian Question' and the dilemma of what to do about the Indians without either physically annihilating them, as the Americans had done, or giving them political equality. Evolutionary theory and the view that the fate of the Indian on the North American continent was extinction provided a safe route through the horns of the dilemma and played an important part in shaping Canadian social attitudes towards the Indian as well as their political administration.
During the 1880s, Prime Minister John A. Macdonald, acting as head of the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs, implemented a series of programs and policies designed to socially engineer the Indian's behaviour and foster the necessary preconditions to hasten their demise and their racial 'assimilation' into the lower classes of 'civilized' society.
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The application of scientific expertise to the resolution of the political conflict between the Indians and Whites sidestepped the very complicated social, ethical and political question of the Indian's civil rights and the equally difficult problems surrounding their legal entitlement to the land, questions which Canadians have only begun to address in the past few years. 4 However, in Canada, unlike Australia, there was a competing scientific theory which impeded territorial dominion of the continent. While the government implemented policies to aid the Indian's evolutionary absorption into white society, it also sponsored the British Association's Committee to Investigate the North West Tribes of Canada and the research of Franz Boas. This research was important in promoting the idea that human destiny was a contingency of history and not an inevitable consequence of heredity and geography as Darwinian biology postulated and a national policy of conquest and colonization demanded. The aim of Boasian ethnology was to demonstrate that custom, belief and feeling were the unique result of individual upbringing and history.
5
Unlike evolutionary anthropology, this view was subversive to nationalist ambitions because the political goal was to cultivate greater human tolerance and understanding. For Boasian anthropology, culture was a contingent by-product of history, not the immutable influence of race. This view of ethnology did not support an administrative policy dedicated to eliminating the Indian and his culture.
From the nineteenth to the early twentieth century, all professional anthropological work in Canada was funded by government, and political interests played a vital role in shaping the intellectual content as well as the institutional organization and professional style of research. This essay illustrates the influence of institutional contexts and national styles upon the development of science, by examining the institutional connections between ethnology and government in Canada during the 1880s, in ways which curbed cultural relativism and conditioned the rejection of Boas' vision of professional research. That vision was based on the model of the German university and the research ideal of wissenschaft, which could represent practical, applied research outside the university as amateur or dilettante. 6 It was a vision that was alien to many scientists who worked in contexts, including Australia and Canada, where the practical aims of research were paramount.
This essay focuses on George Dawson's association and conflicts with Franz Boas on the British Association's Committee to Investigate the North West
Tribes of Canada. It seeks to understand how the institutional and professional identification of Canadian ethnology with a government agency -the Geological Survey of Canada -contributed to the triumph of the comparative method, and to professional goals defined by the interests of government and public instruction rather than by the aims of pure research. Institutional culture not only determines intellectual style, but also conditions professionalism. The Survey's institutional focus on collection and description gave rise to the practice of 'science as inventory.' 9 This scientific style, so intimately connected with science in the Geological Survey of Canada, was not unique to Canada. It was a style pioneered in the geodetic work done by Edward Sabine for the British Association, and familiar to many in the world of Europe overseas, who read Humbolt and internalized his creed of accurate collection, description and the measured study of widespread but interconnected real phenomena. It was a style common to many forms of government research in North America, including the Wilkes expedition, the state geological surveys, and the U.S. Coast Survey.
National Style in
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It had its counterpart in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. But given the absence of alternative scientific institutions and patrons in Canada, the Geological Survey became the most important scientific institution in the country, with practical aims and goals which ultimately determined the nature and scope of Canadian professional science.
George Dawson: Natural History and National Destiny
The need to know what economic promise the West held for potential settlement played an important part in the intellectual expansion of the Survey's operations. The Survey's director, Alfred Selwyn, gave broad instructions to field geologists to collect natural history specimens when this did not interfere with exploration. These instructions may have come as a burden to some geologists in the Survey, but not to George Dawson, a follower of T.H. Huxley and a keen advocate of anthropology. Race and culture being two sides of the coin of heredity, it was natural for Dawson to perceive the Haida as having whiter skin, with 'finer features' and a 'prepossessing appearance,' by European standards. Dawson believed that the physiognomy of the Haida showed evidence of intelligence and quickness, 18 and composed a study of the Haida that marks a high point in his writing on Indians. It drew the attention of the scientific world to the ethnological riches of the Canadian North Pacific coast. His Report for the Survey drew anthropological attention quarter and his article for Harper*s New Monthly Magazine drew popular attention to his discoveries -discoveries that not only had important reverberations for research on the Indians of the North West Coast but for the future of Dawson's career and Canadian anthropology.
As a geologist for the Survey, Dawson had neither the funds nor the time to pursue more theoretically-oriented questions that engaged his imagination in the Queen Charlotte Islands, such as whether Indians had originated in the Asia, and had crossed the Behring Strait. Dawson believed in the right of Europeans to displace Indians -a 'natural' right allegedly founded on the theory of evolution -and took an active interest in applying evolutionary theory to the natural history of the area. This system generated loyalties to specialized fields of knowledge and exhaustive study. Boas' field research in the Arctic was typical of this perspective. His aim was to study the extent of environmental influences on human behaviour.? 4 He therefore felt it necessary to study a people living in a fairly uniform physical environment.
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Life among the Eskimo had a profound effect upon Boas, who made use of the Eskimo's complex understanding of their geography contained within their myths and legends to revamp the configuration of the Cumberland Sound.
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Boas returned to Germany convinced that tradition and culture conditioned human psychology, and that physical reality was a product of the human imagination. His vocation was to establish the truth of this idea. An 'exhibit' of some Bella Coola Indians in Berlin in 1885 encouraged him to study their language. This preliminary work whetted his appetite to do fieldwork on the North West Coast of Canada. He began to rack his brains to find a way to establish contact with Canada. Dawson was an advocate of intensive work because it enabled him to focus the committee's funds and Boas's attention on collecting antiquities in stone, bone and wood, illustrating the arts and manufactures of 'our Indians' for the Museum he confidently looked forward to having built 'in the not far distant future.'
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He hoped to purchase a large collection of crania and skeletons, as these would 'impress a special character and value on any Museum containing it,' for crania were important in defining racial typologies.
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A general survey of stocks necessarily included tribes on both sides of the U.S.-Canadian border. Dawson hoped that Boas would be able to arrange with Hale to spend most of the summer working on one detailed nationality or group of tribes, perhaps the Tsimshean or Akt people. These tribes possessed greatest interest to Dawson because they were almost entirely 'confined to Canadian territory and from that point of view as well as from the incompleteness of our knowledge respecting them, seem to invite attention.'
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Though there was complete intellectual agreement between Dawson and Boas about the necessity of doing intensive field work, the professional reasons they adopted this approach were very different. Boas' desire to do intensive field studies grew out of his dedication to the idea that history was the basis of all the observed similarities and differences between people. Dawson's interest in intensive ethnographic study was nationalistic, and based instead on the belief that racial or national history was the basis for all observed similarities and differences.
Hale's directions were so markedly different from Boas' that, when Boas received his final instructions, he felt he was sitting between two chairs. He Boas was attracted to the Canadian North West where, unlike the Arctic, human history had played a important role. Among the Indians of British Columbia, he had studied the correlation and distribution of complex cultural phenomena amongst a large number of peoples in a geographically delimited area, and gathered data to confirm his belief in the origin of culture by diffusion rather than independent invention. Boas used myth to identify tribes rather than language.
Dawson, however, 'was suspicious of mythology as a test of racial identity.' His own work had shown that tribes shared stories and arts when their languages were distinct and even when their relations were hostile: if they could not speak the same language and if their social relations were hostile it was unlikely that they could be described as racially interbreeding. He had heard of tribes as far apart as Alberta, Northern British Columbia and Victoria who shared similar tales, tribes which were too far apart geographically to have come into physical contact with one another and share hereditary descent. However, Dawson denied that Canadians had the right to dictate in any way what Boas should do with the collections he had made, particularly because they had been able to offer him so little for undertaking the collections which he made; but this was not how he truly felt about the issue. Indeed, he felt strongly that Boas was duty-bound to keep collections of material from leaving the country, because these, rather than any theoretical innovation, would establish the foundations of Canadian ethnology. The imminent extinction of the Indian made it urgent to do ethnology while it was still possible to obtain facts and specimens. The extinction of the Indian, inevitable though it was thought to be, was a loss to science. Viewing Indians as the lineal descendants 
